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Rose Houk: Approaching this Arizona Watchable Wildlife site from Foxglenn Park, it might not strike 

you as a likely place to see much wildlife! But follow the trail past the ballfields, and you’ll soon find 

yourself among some of the chattiest rodents around …  

 

Foxglenn Park, in east Flagstaff, is located at the confluence of the Rio de Flag and Switzer Wash. It’s 

hard to believe that until the late 1970’s there was a wastewater treatment plant just beyond the 

ballfields. It’s since been removed and the old artificial embankments taken out to reconnect the 

drainage with its natural floodplain. These efforts are improving the diversity of native plants and 

wildlife in an area once heavily impacted by urban infrastructure.  

 

Prairie Dogs 

Park in the lot next to the Foxglenn ballfields, and head south on the Flagstaff Urban Trail. You’ll 

almost immediately notice that humans aren’t the only ecosystem engineers in the area. The ground 

on both sides of the trail is pock marked with many dirt mounds -- the surface signs of the 

underground burrows of an active prairie dog town. Prairie dogs have been reengineering this area for 

centuries.  

 

These rodents are natives of North America’s grasslands. The ones in northern Arizona are 

Gunnison’s. A hundred years ago, Gunnison’s prairie dog colonies stretched continuously across the 

Colorado Plateau - it was said that you could ride a horse from Winslow to Seligman without ever 

leaving prairie dog towns. Today, northern Arizona’s prairie dogs occupy only two percent of their 

former range, and the declines continue. Urban development has reduced their habitat – and they’re 

actively killed as vermin … even for food in some places. Bubonic plague also periodically sweeps 

through prairie dog populations, temporarily reducing their numbers.  

 

Con Slobodchikoff is an animal behaviorist who’s been studying prairie dogs for a couple of decades, 

including those at the Foxglenn site… 

 

CON SLOBODCHIKOFF: “I think it’s a wonderful watchable wildlife site because it is an area where there 

are a lot of prairie dogs, they’re relatively undisturbed, it’s an area where coyotes can come through and 



red tailed hawks hunt, where elk and deer can come through, so there’s a lot of wildlife that comes 

through – and it’s a pretty much natural kind of setting in an urban situation, so it’s a wonderful site.” … 

 

RH: Being so close to people is changing some aspects of the prairie dogs’ behavior though - with the 

foot and bike trail passing right by their colony, the animals are no longer calling as much. Con says in 

an undisturbed place when they see a predator, prairie dogs give an alarm call — it sounds very much 

like a bark or bird chirp—and is laden with information:    

 

SLOBOD: “… we have found that that alarm call contains a lot of information. It contains information 

about the species of the predator – such as coyote, human, hawk or dog. It contains information about 

the size and shape of the predator – so for humans if it’s a tall thin human or a short fat plump one, it 

contains information about the color of the clothes that humans are wearing, or the coat color of say a 

dog or a coyote. So there’s a tremendous amount of information contained in that chirp which lasts just 

a 10th of a second.”  

 

RH: Although we may just hear a series of short barks, detailed acoustic analysis has shown that 

prairie dog calls can be divided into identifiable units which convey a lot of meaning. What’s more, 

every prairie dog colony has its own dialect. But one thing that’s universal is their diet … 

 

SLOBOD: “Prairie dogs are strictly vegetarians – they feed on plants, grasses are something that they 

enjoy feeding on, they also love seeds and in fact in places where it seems like there’s nothing but bare 

ground – there are no plants and there are prairie dogs there, people sometimes wonder what are prairie 

dogs feeding on. And they’re feeding on the seeds stored in the soil – so they scratch in the soil and eat 

the seeds that are there – and have been deposited for years and years and years. So prairie dogs have 

abundant food. So their food is mainly seed early in the spring when there’s no vegetation around and 

then they switch to grasses and other herbaceous vegetation and then they go back to feeding on seeds 

when the grasses and other vegetation dies out as winter starts to come.  

 

RH: Prairie dogs are considered a ‘keystone species’ because their extensive burrowing provides 

habitat for many other animals – and plants in all sorts of ways. As the prairie dogs dig they push dirt 

out, helping to turn over that dirt, making fresh nutrients available for plants and aerating the soil. As 

they eat vegetation next to their burrows, prairie dogs also change and increase the species diversity 

of the plants in and around dog towns. So you’ll get not only grasses but also a variety of other herbs 

and forbs. Animals closely tied to prairie dog towns in more remote, undisturbed locations include 

mountain plover, burrowing owls, black footed ferrets, and rattlesnakes. Although rattlesnakes 

probably don’t actually eat many prairie dogs - they do like to go down into the burrows when it’s too 

hot outside.   

 

SLOBOD: “We’ve actually found by putting temperature sensors in the burrows that at the depth that the 

burrows occur – which is about 10 feet below the ground surface – the temperature is extremely stable 

and varies only a couple of degrees. Surprisingly even in winter it’s very stable when it’s freezing outside 

and there’s snow on the ground it’s still around 50 or so degrees Fahrenheit inside the burrows. And 



when it’s hundred degrees outside and really hot is it still around 50° inside those burrows. So for 

rattlesnakes it’s a very cool place where they can just simply rest”. 

 

RH: That’s one good reason why you should NEVER stick your hand down a prairie dog burrow 

without looking first! But have you ever wondered what those burrow systems are like? Con 

Slobodchikoff describes how complex they can be:  

 

SLOBOD: “The burrow systems are such so that when you go from an entrance you go almost straight 

down for a while and then the burrow turns, in several different ways. There are also little side chambers 

associated with those turns where is say one prairie dog is going down and another prairie dog is going 

up, one prairie dog can move into one of those side chambers so that the other one can pass. The 

burrows twist and turn and typically they’ll go down six or 10 feet, and then they can run for anywhere 

between 20 and 50 feet horizontally and there are multiple openings typically, there’s not just one there 

are a number of openings. Inside the burrow system there’s one sleeping chamber – or there could be 

multiple sleeping chambers, because burrow systems are occupied by anywhere between one prairie dog 

and 20 or 25 prairie dogs can occupy a single burrow system. So there’s a sleeping chamber, there’s also 

a chamber where the prairie dogs essentially use it as a bathroom, they pee and poop in there. There’s 

another chamber sometimes where they will store food in there. It’s a very elaborate construction – 

these burrow systems – it’s not just a simple hole in the ground.”  

 

RH: Prairie dog pups are born underground in late April and May. Typically in the Flagstaff area they 

come up around the beginning of June. They’re very playful, rolling around together and spending a 

lot of time kissing each other, as well as mom and dad. It takes them a while to learn the prairie dog 

lingo properly too. Acoustic analyses show that when a predator appears the babies give alarm calls 

which are a kind of babble, with very little structure. It takes several months for youngsters to learn 

how to produce the correct alarm calls.   

 

In the late fall it’s time for prairie dogs -- young and old -- to go back down into the burrows to 

hibernate … sort of … 

 

SLOBOD: “The ones that we have in Flagstaff do hibernate. It’s not really a true hibernation in the sense 

that they don’t go to sleep in October and only wake up in March. They go to sleep and sleep for three or 

four days and their body temperature drops way down and their muscles become very rigid – they form 

kind of a C-shape thing and if you were to pull on them – which we’ve never done – you could probably 

break them apart actually. But then after three or four days of that their body temperature starts to rise 

and they wake-up and they run around; they pee and poop and maybe they’ll munch on a few things and 

then they drop back into sleep again.  

 

RH: A good time of day to go prairie dog watching is in the early morning hours during spring and late 

summer - and also mid to late afternoon. They get up shortly after sunrise to feed, then go below 

ground to take a nap around mid day – coming above ground again later in the afternoon to feed 

again, before returning underground at sunset. Prairie dogs are very diurnal and probably spend more 



than half the time in their burrows even during the daytime. In the Foxglenn area prairie dogs have 

got habituated to humans, so getting reasonable views of them isn’t a problem — that’s made easier 

because they stand on top of a mound and call when you’re around. Elsewhere, the best way to watch 

them is to have some sort of a barrier, like your car, between you and them. Roll down the window 

and use binoculars to appreciate these communicative and social creatures.   

 

 

Coyotes and Foxes  

Whenever you’re close to a prairie dog town, it’s always best to keep your own dog on a leash, even 

though off -leash domestic dogs aren’t very good at catching the prairie dogs. It’s a different story 

with coyotes though!  

 

SLOBOD: “When a coyote shows up the prairie dogs are very much on alert, they give the coyote call and 

everybody who’s below ground comes up above ground. So suddenly you see 100 prairie dogs whereas 

before you saw perhaps 10 – and they all stand like little sentinels and watch the progress of the coyote 

coming through the colony and go below ground only when the coyote has left.” 

 

“Coyotes have at least two major strategies for catching prairie dogs. One major strategy is that they’ll 

walk through the colony – an individual coyote will walk through the colony sort of looking like its’ not 

paying attention to where the prairie dogs are. And then if it sees a prairie dog slightly away from its 

burrow, it will charge that prairie dog and hope that the prairie dog makes a mistake and runs away 

from the burrow. If it runs away from the burrow the coyote has caught it. Other individual coyotes have 

a different hunting strategy. They’ll walk through and see where the concentrations of the prairie dogs 

are and then they will lie down next to some boroughs where there were a lot of prairie dogs out and 

they’ll live for up to an hour. And if some prairie dogs get tired of being below ground and start to poke 

their heads out, the coyote leaps and grabs the prairie dogs and that’s it for the prairie dog”. 

 

RH: With a name like ‘Foxglenn’ you might be wondering if there are any foxes around here. Biologist 

Tad Theimer says there’s always a chance of spotting one and it’s pretty easy to tell the difference 

between a fox and a coyote … just be aware that foxes aren’t always where you’d expect …  

 

TAD THEIMER: “A gray fox is easily told by that long tail and then look for a black stripe that runs all 

down top of the tail & ends in a black tip at the end of the tail. A coyote will not have that black stripe 

that runs down the center of the top of the tail. Coyotes look scruffy – like a scruffy dog that hasn’t been 

brushed for a while. The gray fox is gorgeous animal with an orange-buff color around the neck & limbs, 

ccombined with a gray coat it looks like it combs every day – just elegant looking. One of the striking 

things about gray foxes that folks may not realize is that they’re one of the only Canids that can climb 

trees and they can climb incredibly well. They can be 20 to 30 feet up a ponderosa pine – they often den 

in hollow ponderosas, as well as oak trees and on rock outcrops.”  

 

Outro 



You can find out about efforts to conserve and translocate prairie dogs at this and other sites by 

visiting www.habitatharmony.org. Other places you might catch sight of a gray fox include Picture 

Canyon, Mt Elden, and even Fort Tuthill. So be sure to check out these other Arizona Watchable 

Wildlife Experience sites – and listen to the audio guides, before you go. 


